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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

Every person has their right to be free from fear, free to decide what

they want, and of course everything that they have decided is not inverted by

people who have stronger power. But sometimes people cannot be free

because somebody else pushes the other one in the way he or she will not be

comfort, that indirectly what he or she feels is under pressure. That is why

people will against that to get free no matter what they try. In their effort, they

often face problems that come from the inabilities from themselves. These

make them feel inferior.

Inferiority feeling is an interesting object not only for psychologist or

author of novel but also for movie director. The cinema always reflects the

situations that happen in the certain time in order to reveal the reality in

human life. Beside that, film gives us knowledge to understand the essence of

life and contributes to the understanding of the reality of life in order to be

realistic. Film eventually presents the characterization that indicates

frustration, excessive of inferiority feeling, and his withdrawal from social

interaction. That is why there are a lot of director displaces the realism of life

into film through the script. One of those directors is Mel Gibson who

involves anxiety in his major character William Wallace in the film Brave

Heart.
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Mel Gibson was born in New York. He and his family had emigrated

Down Under in 1968 at the height of the Vietnam War. His name became so

popular when he became the actors in Mad Max in 1979 in Australia, as he is

exactly an Australian who was born in New York. In 1995, he made film that

is included as box office in America playing his action as William Wallace

that take place in Scotland in 14th century, and he is the director of

Braveheart.

In the Brave Heart film itself, there is the major character he is

William Wallace that since he was a child he knew the uncivilization of

English that had colonized Scotland. This film is started when William

Wallace one day was left by his father and his brother to fight the English

Colony with their king Edward Longhshang. On the following day, William

Wallace knew that his father and his brother was dead. As he lived all alone

now, his uncle Argyll takes him to get school in France. After the certain time,

he thought that he got the knowledge that he felt complete, he decided to went

back to Scotland, to his home.

After he get home, he made a relationship with his friend especially

Muron as She had affection to William. Not long after that, they decided to get

merry but no body knew except the shepherd or the chief of the church. One

day, one of the English troops intruded Muron and she was almost raped by

the troops. Knowing this, William tried to help his wife, but unfortunately,

Muron failed to run away, for further Muron was punished as English betrayer
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according to English side. Muron finally found her death as her neck was cut

of by the sword by the English leader or the duke.

William felt so sad at that time, which brought the Murons death in to

taking revenge. William and his friends tried to fight against the English

colony in Fallkirk and finally it was revealed. That spirit for further became

pioneer of spirit to fight the English colony in the Scotland.

When his mission was nearly finished, he was betrayed by the nobels.

It is the first time William hoped that they will helped him to unite all Scottish

but unfortunately he was caught by his own scottish friends, that in the end

William must be punished as he was categorized as betrayer of English. He

was scottish not English. He wanted to be Freedom. However, his willingness

to release Scottland free from English colony brought him to his death.

Based on that story, the researcher is interested to analyze the film

Brave Heart that is directed by Mel Gibson using Individual Psychological

approach through the major character of the film, William Wallace.

B. Literary Review

As the writer knows, this is the first research that conducts with the

object that analyzed in this study. In this case, until the present time, the

research about Brave Heart film is never done by other student of universities

around Surakarta and Yogyakarta. In this research, the writer analyzes the

major character of Benjamin Martin using Individual Psychological Approach.
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C. Problem Statement

Based on the research background, the researcher formulates the

problem of the study is: “How is the inferiority feeling of the major character

reflected in Brave Heart film.”

D. Objectives of the Study

Concerning with the problem statements, the objectives of the study are

as follows:

1. To describe the structural elements of Brave Heart movie.

2. To analyze the inferiority feeling of William Wallace in Brave Heart

movie by Mel Gibson based on the individual psychological approach.

E. Limitation of the Study

To carry out the study, the researcher needs to limit the study in order to

make it easier in analyzing the film through the major character only, William

Wallace. The researcher is going to analyze the major character from the

psychological perspective.

F. Benefits of Study

The writer takes an expectation that this study will give benefits as

follows:

1. Theoritical Benefits:

a. The study is expected to contribute the study on Mel Gibson’s Brave

Heart.
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b. The study is expected to find out the researcher’s curiosity about the

spirit and nationalism of Scottish 14th century.

2. Practical Benefit:

The study enriches the literary study, particularly among the students of

Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta.

G. Research Method

In analyzing the inferiority of William Wallace as the major character

in Brave Heart film, the writer uses the qualitative method.

1. Object of the Study

The researcher takes a William Wallace in Brave Heart as the

Object of the Study.

2. Type of the Study

In this research, the researcher uses qualitative research. It is a

library research. The writer also applies individual psychological

approach to analyze the main characters as a means of further research.

3. Type of the Data and the Data Source

The primary data are taken from the script of the Brave heart

movie; it consists of dialogue, plot, themes, conflicts, and the whole

narration, etc, which are relevant to the object of the study. While the

secondary data sources are taken from some books, web sites, other

literary and other matters that support this analysis.
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4. Technique of the Data Collection

The writer uses library research in collecting data, which

involves several procedures:

a) Search the script of the film from internet.

b) Read the script repeatedly.

c) Make the point in the script to make easy in analyzing it.

d) Taking notes of important in both primary and secondary data.

e) Classify the data into groups according categories of elements

of literary study.

5. Technique of the Data Analysis

The writer uses individual psychological approach and

applies it by using the descriptive analysis. In addition, the writer

also uses the structural analysis of the work. Firstly, the data are

arranged in a list of data. Secondly, the researcher is looking for the

data that have the correlation with the object that are analyzed.

Thirdly, all data from the second step are arranged. Finally, a

conclusion is drawn.

H. Paper Organization

The research is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is

introduction, which consists of the background of the study, literature review,

theoretical approach, problem statement, objective of the study, and benefit of

the study, limitation of the study, method and paper organization. The second

chapter deals with review underlying theory; in this chapter, the writer
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explains the basic principle theory of individual psychology. The third chapter

is structural analysis; in this chapter, the researcher describes the structural

elements of the script and discussion. The fourth chapter is psychological

analysis of the script, and the last chapter is conclusion and some suggestion.
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